Dear AJOTE Readers and Contributors:

Welcome to the African Journal of Teacher Education (AJOTE) “Special Issue: Fall 2014/Spring 2015 Part II”. This special issue includes articles on Inclusive Education, Language Acquisition and Literacy, Information Communication Technology, Ethics in Physical Education, and information on a new Master Program on Wildlife Management. Due to the high volume of quality submissions, this is Part II of a two part AJOTE release.

AJOTE: Special Issue: Fall 2014/Spring 2015 Part II issue brings forward educational experts’ voices from Ethiopia, Ghana, Nigeria, South Africa, Tanzania, and the USA. AJOTE is proud to continue to increase its publications from African Education Scholars from a range of countries and education related disciplines.

Articles in this issue:

Brown

 Has the Policy Window Closed? A Critical Analysis of South Africa’s Inclusive Education Policy

Komba

The Perceived Importance of Communication Skills Course Among University Students: The Case of Two Universities in Tanzania

Makinde

The Effects of Phonological Awareness on Word Formation and Decoding Skills of Disabled Readers

Walsh

Returning to Provide Staff Development in Teaching and English Language at an Evangelical Lutheran Church of Tanzania

Ireh

School Information and Communication Technology in Developing Countries: Essential Considerations for Improvement

Edumadze

The Integration of Information and Communication Technology for Teaching and Learning at Ghanaian Colleges of Education: ICT Tutors’ Perceptions

Mabagala
STUDENTS’ PERCEPTIONS ON PHYSICAL EDUCATION TEACHERS’ COMPLIANCE WITH THE PROFESSIONAL CODE OF ETHICS AND CONDUCT IN TANZANIA

Pai & Serekebirhan

TRAINING A NEW GENERATION FOR CAREERS IN WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT IN ETHIOPIA

AJOTE offers a sincere thank you to AJOTE’s readers and contributors who have patiently continued to support our mission while we completed an internal transition. This transition delayed the last year of publication releases. Due to your outstanding support and our Editorial Board’s consistent and thorough peer review process, we are back in publishing mode.

AJOTE seeks to increase its expertise across education fields to better serve our contributors and readers. To this end I invite applications for Editorial Board membership. Interested contributors and readers are encouraged to submit their statement of interest and CV via email. Thank you for ensuring that African education experts’ voices continue to have an international platform to explore and define education in all its unique configurations and contexts across the continent.

Sincerely,

Professor Jamaine Abidogun
Editor-in-Chief
Missouri State University
Springfield, MO